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an overview



The need for better design…

Lord Rogers…

“we are in danger of designing tomorrow’s 
slums in the Thames Gateway”

Building Magazine, April 2008



Sustainability – why?

20 years since Brundtland defined sustainability in 
terms of future generations –

What will we pass to our children?
climate change leading to…

Flood… famine… pestilence… war…



Sustainable communities

Economic, social, environmental

Politically sustainable – equitable & empowering

Aspirational – people must want them – this means 
culture, creativity, personal identity

Innovative – change is the one sure thing about the 
future – we will need to innovate to survive 



How?

Cities ‘work’ not because we understand them 
rationally/consciously

…but because we experience/live them unconsciously



Does this mean they are chaos?

No! the opposite…

They were produced by distributed processes – 
emergent from the actions of many players, markets, 
communities of practice; accidents of history subject to 
human selection…

This means they are highly structured…



So… what happened?

Emergence and markets are open to abuse so government gained a 
role: regulation and planning…

Pandora’s box or the fall of Eve…

We gained (a little) knowledge, but it was defined by professions 
and disciplines…

Cities (and ‘sustainability’) are holistic as domains and so ‘silo 
thinking’ is part of the problem… it leads to functional zoning, 
functional transport planning and ‘estates’…

Too little knowledge can be a dangerous thing…



What’s the problem?

Policy is there, the will is there, the knowledge is there, but why are 
we not building them?

Sustainability is ‘ecological’ – it entails whole systems and 
interrelated networks

Knowledge, institutions, regulations and professions are all domain 
‘silos’

Professionalisation of knowledge domains removes autonomy from 
local communities

Universities are key generators and reproducers of these silos



So – we asked for funds to do something

£5m – two years



Silo structures
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UrbanBuzz
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How have we been doing it?

Workshops, events, clubbing and partying to identify 
barriers

Speed dating and web profile matching – to allow people 
to define projects

Projects to get people working together

Buying out people’s time to collaborate – a network of 
‘fellows’



www.urbanbuzz.org



Social networking in UrbanBuzz



Innovation - moving academia 

from competitive bids for funding and beauty contests

to opening and sharing their ideas for projects and 
accepting critical comment

not just working with ‘usual suspects’ but across 
entrenched boundaries

A managed programme – but defined and managed by 
the community itself



Appropriation is a key

Social and economic life happens in surprising places

To move from ‘sustainable’ to ‘aspirational’ and 
‘innovative’ we must create the spaces for culture and 
creativity…



UrbanBuzz Project Clusters

Engagement:
- communities
- gender
- elderly
- youth & schools
- interns

Regeneration:
- policy 
- governance
- planning & 
- density 
- infrastructure

Mapping:
- crime
- ethnicity
- property value
- roads & realms
- community info
- scenario planning

Greening:
- urban agriculture
- energy performance
- environmental
- green industry placements
- community projects



“Greening” projects zone

• ABUNDANCE – urban agriculture

• CARBONBUZZ - carbon emission monitoring scheme

• DeiDemonstration – deployable external insulation

• LC4R - Low Carbon Housing – learning from Leeds trials

• LEVH - Low Energy Victorian House - Camden

• Towards Zero Carbon Schools – event

• Energy Performance of Dwellings – event

• REBOPSE – placing socially-excluded young people into work

• RETILE-COMBEEP – community based environmental projects



Activating 
Blighted 
Urban 
Niches for 
Daring  
Agricultural 
Networks of 
Creativity and 
Endeavour



Lessons from South America are 
promoting a radical rethink of the 
possibilities for urban agriculture in 
an innercity context by…

•GROWING
•MAPPING
•DEMONSTRATING



Low Carbon
Lifestyles…



“95% of 
future tasks is 
to make 
existing 
buildings 
more 
sustainable”

Fosters,2008

This project aims to show how Victorian 
dwellings can be refurbished to conserve 
both heritage and energy so that future 
generations can take pride in their 
architectural heritage without seeing them 
as an emissions burden



UrbanBuzz Project Clusters

Regeneration:
- policy 
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- planning & 
- density 
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Mapping:
- crime
- ethnicity
- property value
- roads & realms
- community info
- scenario planning

Greening:
- urban agriculture
- energy performance
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“Engagement” projects zone

• CD-G Workshop – collaborative design for the Thames Gateway

• GBE – Gender & the Built Environment

• Mobilising Knowledge – including elderly in planning processes

• LSTS – London Students towards Sustainability – interns/events

• ROOTSCAPE – promoting youth-friendly urban design



Last 
‘women’s 
design 
manual’ was 
c.30 years 
ago..





New toolkit for 
developers and 
designers.

Learning feeding 
into Local 
Borough Council 
policy and 
practice.

Report + DVD





www.urbanbuzz.org

London Students Towards Sustainability 
A unique London-based network of students and private and public sector organisations 
that will facilitate knowledge-sharing and networking

This project is supported by the UCL-led UrbanBuzz Programme, 
within which UEL is a prime partner



Activities

An innovative internship scheme  
‘Match-making’ students with employers 
offering work placements in sustainability-
related fields.

A programme of events
bringing together students and professionals to 
share knowledge on current sustainability issues.

An e-bulletin and online 
resources.

The project provides:



Purpose

Supporting London’s students to pursue careers in sustainable communities.
Supporting employers to harness the skills and enthusiasm of the next generation of 

sustainability professionals. 



UrbanBuzz Project Clusters

Mapping:
- crime
- ethnicity
- property value
- roads & realms
- community info
- scenario planning
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- youth & schools
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Regeneration:
- policy 
- governance
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- density 
- infrastructure



“Regeneration” projects zone

• VIBAT London – impact of transportation on climate change

• Emerging sustainability-related policies - report

• CLOVIS – sustainability stakeholder governance

• Fresh Eyes for Urban Regeneration

• Metricity – new density measurement methods

• Sustainable Training – for planners.

• SCREAM – planning for urban media screens

• ESP-sim – self-procurement housing and communities



Transport and climate change

Visioning and 
Backcasting 
for Transport  
in London





Large projection 
displays are 
becoming more 
and more 
pervasive in 
urban spaces. 

However…..

currently there is 
no methodology for 
designing display 
walls as an integral 
part of the built 
environment.



Location and mobility

Las Vegas:
signs were designed 
to attract on different 
level: 

•on an eye level, 

•on a car level and,

• to be seen from the       
highway.



displays as part of our daily environment



Challenge ahead:

to develop strategies 
which managed the 
impact on the public 
space of many towns 
and cities in the UK

CABE concern over 
2012 Olympics ‘live 
sites’…

Times Square: 
Building transformation through time



Current Housing 
Crisis

- An idea whose 
time has 
arrived?

- rapid design 
and 
procurement

- can be made to 
comply with any 
code level for 
Sustainable 
Homes 



UrbanBuzz… fuelling the debate…

‘Building Design’

Eco towns…

…social housing

Procurement….

ESP-sim can 
help…



UrbanBuzz Project Clusters

Greening:
- urban agriculture
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- community projects
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“Mapping” projects zone

• i-VALUL – intangible values of Urban Layout

• EASY – capturing cultural changes

• MCSC – mapping change for sustainable communities

• SEDUC – social disorder and urban configuration

• SSSP – spatial simulation systems



“The stakes 
are high.

Every 
individual 
unaccounted 
for equates to 
£1.7k/p.a on 
PCT grant 
funding. 

Thus if ONS 
predictions are 
just 15,000 
people short 
that amounts 
to £25m/year”



Action pack 
being produced 
– aimed at 
communities – 
to be published 
by London 21



“It would have 
been 
unthinkable 
just a few 
years ago to 
imagine the 
level of 
cooperation 
and sharing of 
data sets that 
I-VALUL has 
achieved”

Prof Bill Hillier



Project: i-VALUL 
Layout Map Greater South East

© Space Syntax 2008

Partners:

UCL, UEL
LB  Croydon
LB Tower Hamlets
Sustainable London 2012
Housing Corporation
Dept. for Health
London 21
Better Archway Forum
The Princes Foundation
Savills
Buchanan
JMP
EDAW
Skanska



Property values (by tax band) and accessibility 



Ebsfleet is designed to be isolated locally

Local accessibility 
current plan

Bluewater
Dartford

Gravesend
Ebsfleet



Relatively simple modifications have a big effect…

Local accessibility 
modified plan



UrbanBuzz by numbers…
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